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Market Update — December 24rd, 2021 

The spot resin market was somewhat quiet in the holiday shortened 
week heading into Christmas, and our overall spot prime pricing was 
flat to as much as $.05/lb lower, just one-week removed from very 
active trading led by several waves of railcar offers can-
vasing most commodity Polyethylene and Polypropylene grades. 
The material was aggressively priced at steeply discounted levels 
and made available to the Houston export market as well as for do-
mestic delivery, the likes of these well-discounted holiday type spe-
cials had not been seen for several years. Mid-month buyers 
were mostly reticent and on the sidelines watching prices erode with 
pleasure, though some did pick away with orders, but the offer-
ings still seemed to accumulate as Dec wore on. Most low-mid melt 
HoPP and CoPP grades were well available and priced to move. The 
heaviest PE offerings were for HDPE Blow 
Mold and Injection, LDPE Film grades were also well represented and 
some LDPE Injection high flow, which had been scarce, also began to 
appear. LLDPE Film grades were only lightly available and were 
snatched up quickly by both processors and traders. As Jan PE price 
increases began to issue, market chatter was that producers would 
purge material as needed and some would likely begin to close out 
their annual books, so buyers swooped in to procure many of these 
relativity well-priced railcars, then nary a fresh prime PE railcar was 
left to be found with unfilled demand remaining. There were no fresh 
producer PE export offers the past few days as many took an early 
holiday leave, though some Houston exporters, and/or traders had 
some material to sell. Prime PE offers were scarcely available, and a 
dwindling number of Offgrade PE railcars still unsold. 
  
Resin contracts are taking another large decrease in December; PE is 
declining $.05-.07/lb and PP by as much as $.15/lb. Producers intend-
ed to liquidate much of their burdensome supplies into the export mar-
ket during December and indeed their priced material to sell; however, 
an unprecedented number of containers were sent back to Asia empty 
in Sep-Nov as ocean freight carriers sought to get additional material 
to Europe by year-end. Consequently, producers, exporters and traders 
alike all reported frustration in their availability to physically move 
material for lack of containers, personnel, and ship space. Large ex-
porters also report that most upcoming sailings were already full with 
next significant capacity not available until late Jan.    Michael Greenberg 
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Resin for Sale 18,998,048 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Copo - Inj 3,515,012              0.890$     1.080$     0.920$      1.020$     

HDPE - Blow 3,851,888              0.690$     0.865$     0.720$      0.770$     

HDPE - Inj 2,851,888              0.710$     0.880$     0.710$      0.760$     

PP Homo - Inj 1,015,196              0.940$     1.030$     0.820$      0.920$     

LDPE - Film 2,457,312              0.790$     0.940$     0.780$      0.830$     

HMWPE - Film 1,631,404              0.710$     0.790$     0.680$      0.730$     

LLDPE - Film 1,895,956              0.730$     0.850$     0.710$      0.760$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,204,116              0.740$     0.930$     0.780$      0.830$     

LDPE - Inj 575,276                 0.830$     0.920$     0.820$      0.870$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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So even though we saw a good surge of buying around mid-month, 
unless producers slow production rates or somehow exported more 
material than it appears, there will likely be spot material availa-
ble after the first week in Jan as much of the recent purge was ulti-
mately sold to domestic buyers. Still, producers could enter the new 
year with more comfortable inventory positions and be less aggressive 
with their offerings, but it remains to be seen if it has been enough to 
turn the market for Jan. There were some stellar resin buying opportu-
nities in Dec and those that grabbed them should be pleased with their 
purchases several weeks from now.  
 
The entire energy complex rebounded this holiday shortened week 
and Crude Oil and Nat Gas futures ended with meaningful gains. Oil 
prices rallied following a larger-than-expected draw from domestic 
US inventories, shrugging off demand concerns triggered by rising 
Omicron variant cases earlier in the month. US stockpiles came down 
by 4.7 million bbls for the week ended Dec 17, as year-end taxes 
moved motivated participants to move inventories. Feb WTI, which 
became the front-month contract, rose from a $66.12/bbl low on Mon-
day and broke above the $70/bbl level on Tuesday. By Thursday, Feb 
WTI settled at $73.79/bbl, for a weekly gain of $3.07/bbl. Feb Brent 
also extended its gains into the higher $70s/bbl range, ending Thurs-
day at $76.85/bbl, up $3.33/bbl. Nat Gas was more volatile as milder 
weather forecasts ended a short-lived rally. Jan Nat Gas rose above 
$4/mmBtu on Wednesday on cold-weather forecasts and expectations 
of continued strong demand from Europe for US LNG exports. A 
slight correction in the intensity of weather forecasts brought Jan Nat 
Gas back down on Thursday, ending at $3.73/mmBtu, which still 
managed a weekly gain of $.041/mmBtu. Mean-
while, NGLs were also fractionally higher, as Dec Ethane finished at 
$0.333/lb ($.141/lb) and Dec Propane concluded at $1.030/lb ($.291/
lb).  
 
Downstream Monomer Ethylene and Polymer-Grade Propylene 
(PGP) moderated in relatively light trading easing from highs seen 
last Friday / this Monday. Ethylene saw little activity and prices re-
laxed following last Friday’s dramatic spike, which saw Dec delivery 
trade as high as $.3725/lb due to short covering positions from some 
producers expecting a slowdown in various derivative markets.  
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Other than PE, ethylene derivatives can include a variety of markets 
that include ethylene glycol, vinyl chlorides, acetic acid, and styrene 
monomer. The Dec TX weighted average benchmark began Monday 
at $.38/lb, and ended Thursday at $.345/lb, which was roughly a half-
cent higher from where it ended at $.34/lb last Friday. Traders also 
transitioned to Jan as the prompt deliver month, which did not change 
hands until Thursday with confirmed business at $.3275/lb, and a few 
times at $.335/lb. Deferred months were backwardated throughout 
2022 into the lower $.30s/lb. There was no Dec PGP trading con-
firmed but the weighted average finished on Thursday ahead of the 
long holiday weekend at slightly below $.49/lb, a modest decline of 
less than half-a-cent. Most PGP traders shifted to Jan trading, which 
began on Monday with business completed at $.485/lb. Deferred 
months were also active with Q1 PGP transacting at $.485/lb and Q2 
PGP transacting at $.495/lb and then again at $.485/lb. The forward 
curve finished Thursday backwardated into the mid-to-lower $.40s/lb 
through Dec 2023. The Dec PGP contract settled early in the week at 
$.56/lb, down a dime from the Nov contract, which was also in line 
with the double-digit decline that we forecast. After a roller-coaster 
year, Dec 2021 PGP contracts were up by only $.075/lb compared to 
Dec 2020.  
  
Spot Polyethylene trading volumes improved for a third straight week 
and spot levels were flat to as much as a nickel lower depending on 
the grade. A wider variety of PE grades has changed hands this month 
including large volumes of HDPE for Blow 
Mold and Injection, mostly into the export market. These grades have 
become much more available and but held steady, after slicing off 
$.01/lb last week as their premiums continued to dissipate. LLDPE 
and LDPE Film grades, which had been the biggest movers the prior 
week, remained active holding flat to a penny lower, respective-
ly. Even though the market has been eroding and sentiment has been 
bearish, LLDPE Film grades happen to be tight, with 
prime Butene, Hexene and Octene all considered scarce. LLDPE and 
LDPE Inj grades also peeled off a considerable chunk, falling as much 
as a nickel, as these grades adjusted downward along with the contract 
market. Premiums continue to remain in place for those limited un-
committed quantities of spot PE material available for immediate 
shipment while most PE grades have been available in railcars at a 
nice discount, but with lead time required.   
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A collective push by producers to increase Jan contract prices has 
emerged, at an average $.04/lb increase with one initiative at a $.07/lb 
outlier. Some propose that the Jan price increases serves notice to the 
market that producers intend to stem the price slide that has occurred 
throughout Q4, which for contracts, including a $.05-.07/lb Dec de-
crease, will total as much as $.17/lb price relief this quarter. It is of 
course too early to gauge the prospects of a timely implementation of 
the newly nominated increase, perhaps it will take more time to better 
balance the market, and if not in January, producers could proba-
bly have a better opportunity in February.  

Polypropylene market sentiment was quite bearish, as prices saw an-
other substantial decline, shaving yet another nickel or so from its pre-
viously sky-high level. While completed PP volumes during Dec re-
mained below the 2021 average, material availability increased and 
there were large swaths of material offered, the most we have seen in 
18 months. There were several very large groups of offgrade railcars 
(more HoPP than CoPP) with larger discounts for export earlier in the 
month. There were also some exceptionally priced opportunities that 
reflected not only the full decline in monomer costs, but also accounted for a large chunk of margin premium that has been eroding during the down leg of 
this market cycle. The holiday week was relatively quiet though, some straggling Prime PP railcars were sold and Offgrade continued to flow, continuing 
the prior action which saw various sized deals seen completed in Prime Homopolymer low melts as well as Prime and Offgrade CoPP railcars of various 
melt flows. Upstream producer PP inventories have swelled to near record levels; though with a lack of imports and 5 straight months of reduced produc-
tion, it is possible that an ongoing liquidation of resin could help rebalance supply and demand. Meanwhile, considering heavy offerings, discounts afford-
ed to spot buyers, and one-off discounts offered to contract buyers another margin-related nickel could be sliced off for PP contracts. So along with 
the dime drop in the Dec PGP contracts, the potential for a $.15/lb decrease for Dec PP is at hand. 
  
As many of our readers know we are usually early with our market calls, as we see the fundamentals begin to develop and play out. We were early to buy 
into the rally beginning in May/June 2020 and again in Nov/Dec 2020, early to unload inventory in the later part of Q2’21 and throughout Q3’21. We are 
again perhaps a little early right now, but we foresee market neutrality eventually developing which will cede to bullishness again, but at this point, the 
timing is still uncertain. As such, our market-making inventories entered this Nov at very low levels and we have started to strategically, but only lightly 

rebuild positions, including during this past week as we felt some of the deeply discounted offers were too compelling to pass up. We do buy and sell eve-
ry day so net positions change frequently, though we will continue to add to positions if ultra-attractive opportunities present themselves. We anticipate a 
slow end to Dec and perhaps an uptick in spot pricing in early Jan. We wish y’all a very happy, healthy and safe holiday season.  
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Be sure to follow us on LinkedIn for daily news updates!  

 
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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